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Call Me Evie

J.P. Pomare $34.99 TPB

‘Suspense as dark and fresh as midnight in winter, with a merciless twist-of-
the-knife finale. One of the most striking debuts I’ve read in years and years.’ 
- AJ Finn, author of The Woman in the Window.

DON’T TRUST HIM. IT WASN’T ME. IT COULDN’T HAVE BEEN ME.

Meet Evie, a young woman held captive by a man named Jim in the isolated 
New Zealand beach town of Maketu. Jim says he’s hiding Evie to protect 
her, that she did something terrible back home in Melbourne. In a house 
that creaks against the wind, Evie begins to piece together her fractured 
memories of the events that led her here. Jim says he’s keeping her safe. 
Evie’s not sure she can trust Jim, but can she trust her own memories? 

An incredible thriller from an exciting new New Zealand voice.

We Are Displaced

Malala Yousafzai  $34.99  TPB 
 
Starting with her own story of displacement 
as an Internally Displaced Person, Malala 
will introduce readers to what it means to 
lose your home, your community, and the 
only world you’ve ever known. She will share 
the personal stories of some of the incredi-
ble girls she has met on her various journeys 
to refugee camps and the cities where 
refugee girls and their families have settled. 
The anecdotes will focus on different parts 
of each girl’s story - from what it was like the 
day she left her home to what daily life is 
like in a refugee camp. 

Calm the F**K Down

Sarah Knight  $34.99  TPB 
 
When life hands you a big fat f**king lemon, 
Calm the F**k Down gives you practical 
ways to manage the situation, not to men-
tion your anxiety about the situation. One 
hundred per cent practical and zero percent 
Pollyanna-ish, this is a book that acknowl-
edges all the bad shit that can and probably 
will happen to you - from break ups and 
breakdowns to floods, family feuds and 
France running out of butter - and shows 
you what you can realistically do about it so 
you can get on with your life, stop worrying 
and wallowing, and start bouncing back.

Gene Eating

Giles Yeo $37.99 TPB

Why are we all getting fatter? Why are some 
people hungrier than others? Why, despite 
all of the latest advice, is obesity on the 
rise? And why don’t diets work? In an age of 
misinformation and pseudo-science how do 
we break this cycle that’s literally killing us 
all? Drawing on the very latest science, and 
his own genetic research at Cambridge Uni-
versity, Dr. Giles Yeo has written the seminal 
‘anti-diet’ diet book. Exploring the history of 
our food, debunking marketing nonsense, 
detoxifying diet advice and confronting the 
advocates of clean eating, Giles translates 
his pioneering research into an engaging, 
must-read study of the human appetite.

Battle Sight Zero

Gerald Seymour $34.99 TPB

Battle Sight Zero follows Andy and Zein-
ab on their path to the lethal badlands 
of the French port city, simultaneously 
tracking the extraordinary life journey of 
the veteran blood-soaked weapon they 
are destined to be handed there.
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A River in the Trees
Jacqueline O’Mahony  
$34.99  TPB

Two women. Two stories. One hundred 
years of secrets. A sweeping novel of 
love, loss, family and history for readers 
who love Maggie O’Farrell, John Boyne 
and Donal Ryan

Mistborn
Brandon Sanderson 
 $29.99  HB

Mistborn: Secret History builds upon 
the characterization, events, and 
worldbuilding of the original trilogy. 

Night Angel Trilogy
Brent Weeks 
$70.00  HB

This is a special 10th-anniversary hardback 
edition of Brent Weeks’s internationally 
bestselling Night Angel Trilogy, featuring 
a striking all-black design (including page 
edges). This edition includes the novels 
The Way of Shadows, Shadow’s Edge and 
Beyond the Shadows.

An Orchestra of Minorities
Chigozie Obioma  
$34.99  TPB 
 
In this contemporary twist of Homer’s 
Odyssey, in the mythic style of the Igbo 
literary tradition, Chigozie Obioma weaves 
a heart-wrenching epic about the tension 
between destiny and determination. The 
second novel by the author of The Fisher-
men (shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize)

Fiction

SFF
Shadow Captain
Alastair Reynolds 
$37.99  TPB

Two sisters ran away from home to join the crew of a 
spaceship. They took on pirates, faced down monsters and 
survived massacres . . . and now they’re in charge. Returning 
to the universe of Revenger, award-winning author Alastair 
Reynolds delivers another thrilling tale set among the stars.

New Iberia Blues
James Lee Burke $34.99  TPB

The shocking death of a young 
woman leads Detective Dave 
Robicheaux into the dark 
corners of Hollywood, the 
mafia, and the backwoods 
of Louisiana in this gripping 
mystery from a modern master.

Crime/Thriller

A Long Night in Paris
Dov Alfon  $34.99  TPB

Chinese gangsters and Israeli 
intelligence face off in Paris. 
Born and brought up in 
Paris, Dov Alfon is a former 
intelligence officer of Unit 
8200, an element of Mossad, 
and brings the thriller 
brilliantly to life.

Looker
Laura Sims  $34.99  TPB

Have you ever wanted to steal someone else’s life? The Profes-
sor’s partner Nathan has left her; she can’t have a baby. All she’s 
left with is Nathan’s old moggy, Cat. Who she doesn’t even like.
Then a celebrity actress moves into the area. She’s got children - 
a baby, even. And a husband who seems to adore her. She leaves 
discarded household items and toys outside for thrift collection. 
She leaves her windows open, even at night. There’s no harm, the 
Professor thinks, in recycling those items. Or looking in through 
the illuminated glass at that shiny, happy family. Is there?



The Human Tide
Paul Morland $37.99  TPB

A dazzling new history of the modern 
world, as told through the remarkable 
story of population change

They’ll Be Okay
Collett Smart  $37.99  TPB

Collett Smart is a psychologist, teacher, 
lecturer, writer - and a mum of three. She 
knows professionally and personally that 
it is crucial for parents to address difficult 
yet fundamentally important topics with 
their children - and this book tells them 
why and how.

The Dukan Diet
Pierre Dukan  $34.99  TPB

In this updated edition of the best-selling 
diet from France, you’ll find brand new 
information on how to lose weight safely and 
the importance of exercise whilst dieting. 
With a lifetime of experience helping people 
to lose weight permanently, Pierre Dukan’s 
bestselling diet is a 4-step programme 
combining two steps to lose your unwanted 
weight and two steps to keep it off for good.

Breathe
Mary Birch  $34.99  TPB

This practical book by registered nurse 
and breathing retraining expert Mary 
Birch contains a week-by-week, step-by 
step-program to retrain the breathing 
pattern, as well as guidelines on lifestyle, 
exercise, food and nutrition.

Shoot for the Moon
Richard Wiseman  $37.99  TPB

Psychologist Richard Wiseman has 
uncovered NASA’s greatest  untold 
discovery: the Apollo Mindset. We can 
use the same ideas and  techniques used 
by the team behind the Apollo 11 to 
accomplish your most  far-reaching goals.

The Hollywood Body Plan
David Higgins  $55.00  HB

Reset, transform and forever fix your 
body using the method that has turned 
Hollywood stars including Margot Robbie, 
Samuel L. Jackson and Rebecca Ferguson 
into action superheroes. For anyone who 
wants to move freely, flexibly and without 
pain or stiffness.

The Clean Plate
Gwyneth Paltrow $49.99  HB

Clean lifestyle guru Gwyneth Paltrow 
shows that delicious food can also heal 
the body, with 100 food lover’s recipes 
that can be customised into targeted 
meal plans and detox programmes.

Natural Cleaning
Fern Green  $24.99  PB

Are you becoming more conscious 
about the ingredients you use to clean 
your home? Are you fed up with using 
strong chemicals and aware these could 
be having a detrimental effect on your 
health? In this fully illustrated guidebook 
you will find dozens of recipes for 
practically any cleaning dilemma, from 
natural disinfectant to safe and effective 
stain removal.

Pilgrim Spy
Tom Shore  $37.99  TPB

Drop-in. Available now! 
This is a first-hand account of a mission 
by an SAS soldier sent behind the Iron 
Curtain by MI6 to find someone who 
didn’t necessarily want to be found and 
how, on a follow-up mission, he found 
himself manoeuvring against a mysterious 
KGB officer - one Major Vladimir Putin 
and a murder plot by Kremlin hardliners.
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Non-Fiction



How to Train Your Dragon FTI
Cressida Cowell  $17.99  PB

Read the book that inspired the 
hit DreamWorks film How to 
Train Your Dragon 3.

First Baby Days BathtimeI
Pat A Cake $18.99  BB

Splish, splash and splosh with mummy 
duck and her little ducklings and make 
bath time fun and colourful. Perfect to 
share with babies at bath time – this 
bath book changes colour in water!

Devoted
Jennifer Mathieu  $19.99  PB

Rachel’s parents dictate her life: marriage, 
modesty, children and obedience to 
her future husband. But when a former 
member of her community  moves back to 
town, Rachel’s world turns upside down. 
She realises that her life is her own. But 
can she find the courage to fight for it?

Kipper: The Blue Balloon
Mick Inkpen  $19.99  PB

30 years after it was first published, THE 
BLUE BALLOON is a celebrated picture 
book classic. It features the very first 
appearance of Mick Inkpen’s much-loved 
puppy character, Kipper, and has 
delighted millions of children worldwide.

The Girl King
Mimi Yu  $21.99  TPB

Two sisters become unwitting rivals 
in a war to claim the title of Emperor 
in this sweeping tale of ambition, 
sacrifice and betrayal.

Mole’s Star
Britta Teckentrup  $19.99  PB

A magical, star-filled story about 
learning to share the wonders of 
our  world, from multi-award-winning 
author-illustrator Britta Teckentrup.

Kids/YA

Rick Steves Ireland 2019
Rick Steves  $39.99  PB

Wander rustic towns, emerald valleys, lively 
cities, and moss-draped ruins: with Rick 
Steves on your side, Ireland can be yours!

Rick Steves Barcelona
Rick Steves  $34.99  PB

Ramble down Las Ramblas, relax on 
Mediterranean beaches, and marvel at the 
sweeping curves of Gaudi’s architecture: 
with Rick Steves on your side, Barcelona 
can be yours!

Non-Fiction Continued
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ISBN TITLE AUTHOR RRP FMT QTY

9781869713973 Call Me Evie J.P. Pomare  $34.99 TPB

9781474610049 We Are Displaced Malala Yousafzai  $34.99 TPB

9781473663558 Battle Sight Zero Gerald Seymour  $34.99 TPB

9781787476202 Calm the F**K Down Sarah Knight  $34.99 TPB

9781841882918 Gene Eating Giles Yeo  $37.99 TPB

9780349143194 An Orchestra of Minorities Chigozie Obioma  $34.99 TPB

9781787473539 A River in the Trees Jacqueline O'Mahony  $34.99 TPB

New into
Paperback
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9781473225046 Mistborn Brandon Sanderson  $29.99 HB

9780349420875 Night Chaser Amanda Bouchet $34.99 TPB

9780575090644 Shadow Captain Alastair Reynolds $37.99 TPB

9780857058805 A Long Night in Paris Dov Alfon  $34.99 TPB

9781472258816 Looker Laura Sims $34.99 TPB

9781409176503 New Iberia Blues James Lee Burke $34.99 TPB

9781473675148 The Human Tide Paul Morland  $37.99 TPB

9780733640766 They'll Be Okay Collett Smart  $37.99 TPB

9781472256997 The Hollywood Body Plan David Higgins $55.00 HB

9781473698086 The Dukan Diet Pierre Dukan $34.99 TPB

9780751575286 The Clean Plate Gwyneth Paltrow $49.99 HB

9780733641510 Breathe Mary Birch $34.99 TPB

9780733641077 Natural Cleaning Fern Green $24.99 PB

9781787474444 Shoot for the Moon Richard Wiseman $37.99 TPB

9781473696761 Pilgrim Spy Tom Shore $37.99 TPB

9781631218316 Rick Steves Ireland 2019 Rick Steves $39.99 PB

9781631218279 Rick Steves Barcelona Rick Steves $34.99 PB

9781444950380 How to Train Your Dragon FTI Cressida Cowell  $17.99 PB

9781473223110 The Girl King Mimi Yu  $21.99 TPB

9781444945256 Devoted Jennifer Mathieu  $19.99 PB

9781526381354 First Baby Days Bathtime Pat A Cake $18.99 BB

9781408342831 Mole’s Star Britta Teckentrup $19.99 PB

9781444922561 Kipper: The Blue Balloon Mick Inkpen $19.99 PB

NEW FORMAT

9781472244277 The Perfect Girlfriend Karen Hamilton  $24.99 PB

9781473667785 A Shout in the Ruins Kevin Powers $24.99 PB

9781474605878 Restless Souls Dan Sheehan $24.99 PB

9780733641497 Secrets at Ocean’s Edge Kali Napier $19.99 PB

9781473653641 When to Jump Mike Lewis $27.99 PB

9780349417882 Leverage in Death J.D. Robb $24.99 PB

9781472153487 Never Anyone But You Rupert Thomson $24.99 PB


